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INTRODUCTION

Analysis of momentum and impurity confinement experiments on TFTR

was initiatedat Georgia Tech in September, 1987. The work has initially

concentratedon the analysisof momentum confinement.

This work has been carriedon in closecollaborationwith members of the

TFTR team at PPPL. Full accesscapabilityto the TFTR data system exists

at Georgia Tech. Proceduresto enable PPPL data analysiscodes to be used

in co, unction with "in house_ programs have been developed. A Ph.D.

studenthas spent six months at PPPL to become familiarwith the TFTR

data system, data processingtechniquesand methods of analysis. Thus, a

capabilityhas been establishedat Georgia Tech for closeinteractionwith the

TFTR team in the analysisof TFTR data.

During the earlypart of the grant,emphasis was given to comparing the

early TFTR momentum confinement data with the predictionsof the

gyroviscoustheory. The comparison was promising but, because of the

absence of profiledata, inconclusive.During the more recent part of the

grant, emphasis was given to analyzinga dedicated power scan rotation

experiment (1988) with a variety of theoretical formulations. A
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PROGRESS DURING THE PRESENT GRANT PERIOD

Work during the present grant period has been concentrated in two

areas: 1) a review of momentum confinement experiments in tokamaks, of

momentum confinement theories and of previous comparisons of the two; and

2) analysis and documentation of the dedicated power-scan rotation experiment

performed on TFTR in September, 1988.
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Review of Momentum Confinement Experiments and Theories

In order to develop the proper background for analysis and interpretation

of the TFTR momentum confinement experiments, a review of existing

momentum confinement experiments and theories was performed. The rotation

experiments on PLT, ISX-B, PDX, DIII, ASDEX, JET PBX-M and the earlier

experiments on TFTR were reviewed. Two neoclassical theories (gyroviscosity

and Ware's cold ions theory) and three anomalous theories (ITG modes,

stochastic magnetic perturbations and trapped/untrapped particle modes) were

reviewed. The T/roviscosity theory has been successful in predicting the

magnitude of the momentum confinement time to within a factor of about 2

in all of these experiments and has been able to predict scaling with

experimental parameters in PLT, ISX-B and JET, but not in DIII, ASDEX

and TFTR. It was not clear that profile effects had been treated consistently,

if at all, in the comparisons. The comparison of the other theories with

experiment was quite limited.

A report has been prepared in draft form and will be published in the

near future.

Analysis of TFTR 1988 Power-Scan Experiment

A dedicated power-scan rotation experiment was performed on TFTR in

September 1988. A series of co-, counter- and balanced neutral beam injection

shots were taken at I = 1.1 and 1.7-1.8 MA, P ranging from 4. to 15.
p b

MW, at the standard B = 4.75 T and R = 2.45 m. All the plasma

parameters were documented by more than one diagnostic, all of which were

in good agreement. During all the shots, measurements of toroidal velocity
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and ion temperature profiles were taken; this allowed not only the computation

of the global momentum confinement time, which has been used in the past

for theory-experiment comparison, but the evaluation of the local momentum

flux as well.

The measured central rotation velocities and momentum confinement

times were compared with the prediction of the gyrrviscous theory. Good

agreement was obtained for the magnitude of V(o) and r and their scaling

with beam power, temperature and Ze., The g_'roviscous theory contains aN

parameter, 0, which depends upon the poloidal variation in the rotation

velocity, V. This parameter was taken as O(1), corresponding to an assumed

O(e) poloidal variation in V. Work is in progress to check the plausibility

of this assumption.

The local momentum fluxes inferred from the experimental data were

compared against the momentum fluxes predicted by the ITG-mode theory, the

stochastic magnetic perturbation theory, the trapped and untrapped particle

modes theory, and the neoclassical g_rroviscous theory. Much of the effort

during the past year has been devoted to gaining a better understanding of

these theories and of how they should be applied to the analysis of the TFTR

rotation experiments.

The comparisons with the anomalous theories is unambiguous, because

these theories yield directly expressions for the theoretical momentum flux. In

all cases, the magnitude and radial dependence of the local momentum fluxes

predicted by the anomalous theories were in poor agreement with the

experimentally inferred momentum fluxes.

The _'roviscous theory yields directly an expression for the viscous stress,

which is related to the divergence of the momentum flux. Theoretical
f
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